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Cheque Bases
We have cheque base forms in our inventory.
These cheque bases are generally used by companies having several
accounting entities.
N° 11114

A single inventory sufficiently meets your needs and reduces your costs.
The image of the form and the magnetic encoding of the document are
produced by way of a printing solution for variable content documents
or through your accounting software if it allows this functionality.
Size: 8 1/2" X 11" with perforations for separation
in three equal parts
Position of cheque: top or bottom part
Colours: gray, yellow, blue or navy backgrounds
Numbering: one on the front top stub for the gray and blue bases, 2
on the back (top stub and cheque parts) for the yellow
base, none on the navy bases
Packaging: box of 1000 forms
Product Codes:
Gray with cheque part at the bottom: BASE DE CHEQUE GRISE
Yellow with cheque part at the bottom: BASE DE CHEQUE JAUNE
Blue with cheque part at the bottom: BASE DE CHEQUE BLEUE
Navy with cheque part at the top: BASE CHEQUE MICRO
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"Quebec Drapeau" Cheque Base
We stock a cheque base dedicated to Quebec’s government agencies.
These forms are in accordance with government guidelines that
followed the merger of several health facilities.
Size: 8 1/2" X 11" with perforations for separation in three equal parts
Position of cheque: bottom part
Numbering: one on front top stub
Packaging: box of 1000 forms
Product Code: 18404
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Perforated Paper or with Detachable Parts
5 1/2"

We offer different types of paper with holes or perforations to fold or
detach certain parts.

8 1/2" x 11"

Paper: 40M white
Size: 8 1/2" X 11"
Perforations: detachable or fold
Packaging: box of 1000 forms
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Receipt Bases with Detachable Parts
These product are ideal to issue income tax receipts for a professionnal
order or associations as well as non-profit organizations.
Product Code: L 8511-33
Paper: 40M white
Perforations: 2 horizontal perforations at 3.666" and 7.333"
Size: 8 1/2" X 11"
Packaging: box of 1000 forms
Product Code: L 8511-33-2R
Paper: 48M white
Perforations: 2 horizontal perforations at 3.666" and 7.333"
1 partial perforation in the middle on the
bottom stub (4.25")
Size: 8 1/2" X 11"
Packaging: box of 1000 sheets
Product Code: L 8514-P11
Paper: 48M white
Perforations: 1 horizontal perforation at 3.666" form the bottom
Size: 8 1/2" X 14"
Packaging: box of 1500 sheets
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Multicopy NCR Carbonless Paper
This type of paper is destined for users who wish to produce forms in
several copies on coloured carbonless paper.
The colour sequence is standard and depends on the number of copies
in a set.
We offer two product grades for laser printers:
- Regular grade for general use, which suits the majority of printers;
- Digital grade is a little thicker than regular grade and is specially
designed for laser printers. It guarantees problem free feeding.
Moreover, this grade of paper is specially designed to leave less paper
residue and dust in printers, which minimizes their periodic cleaning.
Sizes availables:

8 1/2" X 11" with or without detachable stub
8 1/2" X 11 1/2" with detachable stub
8 1/2" X 14"
Number of copies: 2 to 5
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Two Windows Envelopes
These envelopes are generally used by companies that have several
accounting entities or those with a small volume.
We commercialize an envelope with two windows that has a “Protecto
Gray” interior that allows you to mail the majority of your business
documents.
If you operate under several business names, you will find this solution
to be interesting since it allows you to display your business’ name in
the top window and the address of your correspondent in the bottom
window.
Why pay to print an envelope when the document it contains already
identifies you and your address?
You will have only one inventory of windowed envelopes.
Product Code: EH7014R
Paper: 24 lb Vellum white “Protecto Gray” interior
Windows: Top window: 2 7/8" x 1"
5/8" from top and 3/8" to the left
Bottom window: 4" x 1"
3/4" from the bottom and 5/8" to the left
Size: 9" x 4"
Packaging: boxes of 500 envelopes
case of 2500 envelopes
Price: 80 $/1000
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Labels
We offer different types of pressure sensitive labels adapted to the type
of printer used:
- In sheets for laser printers
- In continuous format for dot matrix printers
- In rolls for printers with thermal transfer

Labels for Laser Printers
Several products compatible with the Avery brand are available. Unless
otherwise indicated, all the labels are made of white paper and coated
with a permanent adhesive.
These products are sold at a very competitive price in boxes of
250 sheets.
In addition to the standard size (8.5" x 11"), we also offer the following
sizes:
- 8.5" x 14"

- 11" x 17"

- 12" x 18"

- 13" x 19"

We also offer 40 different materials.

Labels for Dot Matrix Printers
We stock a variety of labels in continuous format. This product is
accordion folded (or "Z" fold) for printing by this type of printer.
Several formats are available in single or multiple columns.
These products are sold in boxes of 5000 labels, depending on the
number of columns.
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Labels for Thermal Transfer Printers
We have a variety of labels in rolls. This type of product is conditioned
according to the diameter of the spindle and the maximum allowable
diameter for your printer.
You must tell us the make and model of your printer when ordering.
Unless otherwise indicated, all the labels are made of white paper and
imbued with a permanent adhesive.

Labels for Dymo Printers
Plain labels for DYMO thermal transfer printers.
Synchronized hole-punch between each label.
Product Code: ET30258
Size: 2 1/8" x 2 3/4"
Quantity: rolls of 400 labels
Packaging: sold in cases of 36 rolls
Price: $7.50$/roll
			Shipping included with the purchase of a case
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Price Labels
Thermal transfer printer labels
Size: 2" x 1 3/16"
Paper: Thermal Image
Quantity: rolls of 2000 labels
Product codes:
White-: ETIQPRIX-BL
Solid orange: ETIQPRIX-SOLIDEOR
Orange stipe: ETIQPRIX-BANDEOR
Green stipe: ETIQPRIX-BANDEVE

Printing Broker and Variable Content Documents Integrator
571 Cure-Boivin Blvd
Boisbriand QC J7G 2V8

Telephone: 450 818-9393 - 1 844 818-9393
Fax:
450 818-9394

Website: www.formplus.ca
Email: sales@formplus.ca
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